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BLIND SAILING

BLIND
AMBITION
JODIE JONES talks to Lucy Hodges MBE about what it

takes to race at international level as a visually impaired
sailor, and how the sport of blind sailing works
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n 2018, the Blind Match Racing
World Championships was hosted
in the UK by the Royal Northern
& Clyde Yacht Club. It was won by
Great Britain’s Sharon Grennan, a
completely blind sailor, and her visuallyimpaired crew: Liam Cattermole and
Lucy Hodges MBE. Lucy, who has also
trained with the RYA on the Paralympic
pathway, is commodore of Blind Sailing
UK, a charity that encourages blind
and visually impaired people to get into
racing and compete for their country.
One of the charity’s mentees is Kate
Healey, 29, who started sailing in early
2018 when an opportunity came up
to crew for a day on the Lord Nelson.
She was hooked. Her ambition now is
to compete in a world championship.
With some encouragement, Kate told
Lucy about her plans. “It’s not silly
at all, Kate,” Lucy responded. “Take
one day at a time and enjoy it. Aim
for 2020, or maybe 2021: 2020 will be
match racing, which as your first world
championships, could be a bit tough.”
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RACING OPPORTUNITIES
World Sailing hosts different
championships for visually impaired
sailors in alternate years, offering
competitors the chance to test their skills
in fleet or match racing. For a fleet race,
two of the crew are visually impaired,
accompanied by a sighted tactician
and sighted crewmember. The visually
impaired sailors helm and control the
mainsheet working with their sighted
crew to sail the boat as a team. 2018
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was a match racing year, meaning the
three-person Sonar crew are all visually
impaired and the helm completely blind.
The team is guided from the berth by a
sighted coach who leaves the boat seven
minutes before the race start. From that
point the crew rely predominantly on
the different sound signals made by the
start, marker and finish line buoys, and
the competing boats which have specific
chimes for a port or starboard tack.
Until recently, visually impaired
sailors also took part in the Paralympic
Games. 2018’s announcement that
sailing will not feature in the 2020
Paralympic Games was met with
shock across the sailing community.
“It’s a sad decision for the future
of the sport,” says Lucy. “At the same
time, I will continue to support visually
impaired sailors and help World
Sailing in their campaign to get sailing
back into the Paralympic Games. It’s a
brilliant opportunity for people of all
abilities to sail together - Blind Sailing
UK as a charity has volunteers that
are physically disabled and it is great
they train and compete with us”.
Lucy’s charity, Blind Sailing UK,
prepares visually impaired sailors in the
UK to compete in national as well as
international events under the team name
GBR Blind Sailing. The charity currently
supports over 50 visually impaired
sailors, many of whom regularly attend
monthly training weekends alongside
a sighted support team. Lucy works
hard to make sure that the training
weekends are as productive, supportive
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and accessible as possible – securing
expert coaches, voluntary sighted guides,
donated boats and facilities and low
cost accommodation. But ultimately,
success comes down to the tenacity of
the visually impaired team members.
TRAINING TECHNIQUES
Training for the team relies on
a great deal of creativity and a
significant level of determination
among individual team members.
“I can make out shapes and colours,”
explains Lucy, “but I don’t see any detail
beyond that.” Lucy has B2 category
vision; this sits in the middle of the IBSA
classification while at the other end of
the competitive spectrum, a sailor with
a B1 category impairment may be able
to perceive some light, or nothing at
all, and B3 defines those who can see
a limited amount. To make things fair
in racing, the helm is always a B1 and
wears blacked out goggles to compete.
This means relying on other senses:
feeling the wind or listening to the
sounds around them. To practise for a
match race the team might use whistles.
A sighted guide will sail to one point
and blow the whistle for the visually
impaired team to sail towards them.
But none of the senses can replace
a solid understanding of how the sails
work. The gusts on Lake Windermere,
(where a lot of training takes place)
for example, can be challenging to
navigate without any warning.
At just 15 years old, Will Morris
acts as a sighted guide to the teams
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Even getting to
the training venue as a
visually impaired sailor
takes a lot of planning
and trust
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in training. Back on land, he had to
think hard to explain what he could
see happening to the surface of the
water as a gust approaches. He did it
by making dimples with his fingertips
on the back of Kate’s hand. Within
minutes the team had shared the insight,
emulating gusts on each other’s hands.
Lucy goes on to explain how even
getting to the training venue as a
visually impaired sailor takes a lot of
planning and a great deal of trust. “To
get to Lake Windermere, for example,
some of us have to take three or more
forms of transport, change trains
which are often cancelled or delayed,
and then get used to the layout of
new accommodation in a town that
some people don’t know. And that’s
before we put them on the boats with
people they may never have met! But
at the end of the year when I look back
they have all have grown and become
stronger both on and off the water.”
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STARTING OUT
Some team members were lucky
enough to start the sport as a child.
Liam Cattermole went on a school
trip to UKSA and was introduced to
sailing there. Liam, whom Lucy calls
“a true role model for any visually
impaired sailor”, competed in his first
world championships two years after
beginning training with the charity.
Others were sailors before losing
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their sight. Often they are in awe of
their teammates who have learnt to
sail as a visually impaired adult.
Kate has gone on to join a Sailability
club, the RYA’s national programme
to support and encourage people with
disabilities to take up sailing. There are
over 200 recognised Sailability sites in
the UK. But Kate admits that it’s been
really difficult both to get to the club
and keep up with the other students
who have different needs to her, so she’s
invested in private tuition to make the
most of every minute. In her first oneto-one lesson she was taught to rig the
dinghy. “I needed to understand how
it worked”, Kate says. “Learning to rig
the dinghy has been a massive help.”
#BEMORECHARLEY
On the eve of the Nationals, organised
by UK Blind Sailing, I joined the team
for dinner at the Cowes Corinthian
Yacht Club. Frustratingly for all involved,
the racing had to be postponed due,
surprisingly, to lack of visibility on
the Solent. While less of a factor for
the visually impaired sailors, the fog
would have been an issue for their
sighted crew and tacticians. So instead,
after some hasty re-scheduling, the
weekend focused on team building,
rigging and boat maintenance.
Looking around the group of
sailors having dinner together at the
yacht club, three things stood out.
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The first was quickly identified by
the club commodore, Mike Dixon:
“It’s brilliant to see so many young
people here this evening.” He’s right: the
youngest member of the team is just
14 and the average age is close to 30.
The second is that there are so many
women. At least half of the sailors are
female, comparing favourably to 37
per cent of all RYA club members.
Above all, the most striking quality
of the team is the dedication of
everyone around the table, be they
visually impaired or not. Gary Butler
has supported GBR Blind Sailing for
many years. As centre manager of
Hollingworth Lake Water Activity
Centre, he hosts training events
several times a year. On this evening
in Cowes, Gary was wearing his GBR
Blind Sailing team shirt. I asked him
about the #bemorecharley hashtag
underneath the logo and was shown
pictures of Charley Findlay, a former
sailing instructor at Hollingworth Lake.
Charley died in 2017, at the age of 29,
from an aggressive form of cancer just 10
days after her wedding. Charley was a big
supporter of Blind Sailing UK, personally
and professionally. This year the team
presented an award in her honour, to
Will Morris, to thank him for modelling
Charley’s attitude and spirit: helping
others, never giving up and smiling
through any challenge be it on the water
or on shore – truly inspirational.
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